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Before all other forms of artstt e eression, drawing has a great, almost anarthit freedom. 

Where eaintng has to invoke east e ameles or a new grand gesture with every brrushstroke, the 

drawing tan quietly tlaim everything for itself. With simele means it treates an inner dynamit it 

has no need to justfy. Here a sketth on a eaeer naekin, there a tonteet for an intellettual 

tonstrutt, it tan also bretome indeeendent and fnally refer to nothing brut itself and stll give rise 

to a tomele  result. Its link to flm is immediately obrvious. A flm erojett is sketthed bry hand in 

simele sequentes. 

The frst tartoons were made as early as 1906. In these early years stoe-moton tethnique was 

used to make drawings into moving images and the artstt tontent of a flmm in 1919 the  adaist 

and e eerimentalflm-maker Viking Eggeling tombrined 5000 drawings into a remarkabrle abrstratt 

horizontal-verttal orthestra. 

In the flm industry, at the same tme, the tartoon took a diferent direttonm in the Walt  isney 

studios the drawing bretame material and a whole trew of talented anonymous draughtsmen and 

women eroduted thousands of movement sketthes. 

Cartoon sequentes are more rarely seen as indeeendent drawings than the tomit, whith was 

librerated from its lowbrrow status to bretome the graehit novel. For animaton artsts the drawn 

eoses and in-bretweens merely serve as material for their flms. It is not ofen that the drawings 

attain an artstt value of their own as drawn flm stlls. 

In iur priject Lines Fictin we intri.uce .raughtsmen an. wimen whi see their .rawings as 

ciequal ti their animatinsn We shiw hiw bith me.ia inspire an. cimplement ine anithern 

The erojett tloses a gae in the tontemeorary reteeton of drawing. There is not only the 

traditonal drawing on eaeer and its brreak-through into seate. There is also the drawing in media 

that e ist in relaton to one another.  The drawing on eaeer and the drawing in flm are 

tomelementary eoles that tan’t do without eath other. 

Work on eaeer is to a tertain e tent the analogue formulaton of the ideaatonteet, and the 

animated flm its digital tonfguraton, its viviftaton. The art of the east, eresent and future meets

in the alliante bretween these two very diferent media and fnds an adequate tontemeorary 

e eression. It is vital and fe ibrle, oeen to the future, with a solid brasis in drawing and thus in 

thinking. 
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